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Chapter 1 : Restaurants in Montreal | Fodor's Travel
It's time to deliver a new Eater 38 for Montreal. This indispensable group of restaurants covers many neighbourhoods
and styles, and is intended to represent the tapestry of Montreal's dining options, across a range of prices and cuisines.
Every three months, newer restaurants (open at least six.

Tweet4 Montreal is nothing if not a foodie city; in fact, rumour has it has the second highest rate of restaurants
per capita after New York City. Call it gourmet, call it glutton, call it whatever you like, but the truth is that a
trip to Montreal will require eating pants whether you like it or not. In fact, I might never speak to you again if
you make it all the way to my hometown and stick to hotel food. In no particular order, here are my top 18
restaurants in Montreal. Everything on the menu is made from scratch. Expect a cheeky, lively atmosphere but
get there early to snag one of the just or-so seats. An all-too-rare Cuban entry in an otherwise heavily
European list. Regulars gravitate toward dishes such as the calf liver, salmon, or beef tartare, grilled Cornish
hen, and hanger steakâ€”all served with ceremonial aplomb on white linen tablecloths. Fried chicken with
fluffy mashed potatoes and gravy, braised greens, and biscuits, along with pulled pork sandwiches and brisket,
will have you speaking with a southern drawl in no time. Slightly tucked away from the tourist path,
Monopole is what we, French speakers, refer to as a buvette: The manager, Gabriel, is always keen to strike up
a conversation. Try a food tour! I know the struggle: Why not let yourself be led around the city by some of
the most knowledgeable foodies in search of authentic gems in tourist-trap-ridden Old-Montreal, but also
further afield in places locals cherish like Plateau Mont-Royal and historic Mile-End. The decor is reminiscent
of Hawaii in the s, with ample soft pink hues. Fairmount Bagels 74 Fairmount Street West: Whatever you do,
ask for a bagel fresh out of the oven. Your life will never be the same. Mademoiselle Dumplings St-Hubert
Street: Neither the menu nor the decor have changed in 50 years. Yokato Yokabai Drolet Street: Discreet
ramen house favoured by local noodle loversâ€”especially when temperatures drop below freezing
pointâ€”with dark wood panelling. Expect queues, but also excellent tonkotsu. Overrun with hipsters of the
normcore confession but OH MY the eggs benedict. If you need more Montreal restaurants suggestionsâ€¦ Get
the book! It contains everything I know and love about Montreal!
Chapter 2 : The 10 Best Montreal Restaurants - TripAdvisor
Best Dining in Montreal, Quebec: See , TripAdvisor traveler reviews of 6, Montreal restaurants and search by cuisine,
price, location, and more.

Chapter 3 : Best Restaurants in Downtown Montreal | OpenTable
Montreal is nothing if not a foodie city; in fact, rumour has it has the second highest rate of restaurants per capita after
New York City. Call it gourmet, call it glutton, call it whatever you like, but the truth is that a trip to Montreal will require
eating pants whether you like it or not. In.

Chapter 4 : THE 10 BEST Restaurants & Places to Eat in Montreal - TripAdvisor
Running a next-door cafÃ© HÃ©lico by day, the main restaurant in the evenings, and a weekend brunch across both
spaces on weekends, it's an arrival that's more than welcome in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.

Chapter 5 : | Travel + Leisure
23+ New & Best Montreal Restaurants for this Spring and Summer In no particular order, here is a list of amazing new
places to eat in Montreal this summer. They've recently opened-up and are already getting rave reviews.
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Chapter 6 : Montreal Best Restaurants â€“ Europea
Montreal gets approximately five new restaurants per person per month, and we love telling you about them -- but just
because it's new doesn't mean it's automatically great. That's why we have Eat.

Chapter 7 : Lesley Chestermanâ€™s best Montreal restaurants of | Montreal Gazette
Some of Montreal's best cocktails are served not at actual bars but at restaurants that have a forward-thinking bar
program. Among the best of them is this Old Montreal spot, lined with stone.

Chapter 8 : The 18 Absolute Best Restaurants in Montreal [Spring ]
Zomato is the best way to discover great places to eat in your city. Our easy-to-use app shows you all the restaurants
and nightlife options in your city, along with menus, photos, and reviews. Share your food journey with the world,
Checkin at Restaurants, Bars & Cafes and follow other foodies for personalized recommendations.

Chapter 9 : THE 10 BEST Restaurants in Montreal - TripAdvisor
There's no excuse for eating poorly on vacation - here's our guide to the best restaurants in Montreal.
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